New Finals Plan Set
Uptown Center To Benefit

By RONNIE HARNISCH

A new policy in the scheduling of final examinations for the University will take effect during the fall 1964 semester, according to President Buell G. Gallagher, Wednesday.

Under the new procedure, multiple section classes requiring a uniform final examination of longer than one class hour will meet during the fifteenth week of the term. Recitation hours for those classes will terminate after the fourteenth week and final examinations will be given during the sixteenth week.

Courses with in-class final examinations will meet for those examinations during the fifteen weeks.

The objective of this plan is to increase the credit of those students taking in-class tests during the fifteen weeks. Since all class tests will not be done in class, those who have one class period will allow students to concentrate on in-class examinations.

The new procedure will allow lower classmen an entire week to prepare for their uniform final examination, since their credits tend to be generally in multiple sections courses.

Dr. Buell G. Gallagher, Announces Plan
now able to devote full attention to each final in sequence.

Dean Saxe stated that there is no intention of extending this procedure to the Baruch School since our present facilities are inadequate. The Uptown Center has many more large lecture halls, which can be used for those sections with large enrollments. The School has only the auditorium, gym, 4S and 4S in which to hold examinations.

Due to this physical inability to handle many large-enrollment courses at the same time. Baruch's uniform final examination schedule takes nine days, while Uptown scheduling is conducted into five days.

Dean Emanuel Saxe: 
High Standards Will Continue

The quality of higher education at City College will remain as high as the faculty wishes to maintain it, declared Dean Emanuel Saxe in an interview with THE TICKER.

"I do not see what the faculty could be worried about," said Dean Saxe. "It is they who decide the standard of teaching they wish to set. The level is as high or low as they wish it to be.

Dean Saxe's comments were made in reference to some faculty fears that the Master Plan for the City University might affect the standards of the University. The plans for the expansion of the University plant to meet the increased enrollment.

In the future, noted Dean Saxe, does not mean that the requirements of the University will be lowered. In fact, the dean declared, students will not be admitted to City College and Brooklyn College in the traditional eighty-five averages. "All applicants will be judged by their course work in high school, average and college boards," he related. In the past only those students with average below eighty-five had their college board scores considered.

Dean Saxe sought to ease the fears of some of the faculty that their classes might be overloaded and their class hours lengthened. He said that additional teachers would be hired to handle the increased enrollment. "It is true," he declared, "that finding qualified faculty is difficult, but they will be acquired.

The problem of obtaining qualified teachers, Dr. Saxe noted, is that many of them live in the suburbs where they find it convenient to live in their homes. Rather than commute to the city, he continued, they would seek jobs in colleges closer to their homes.

He said that he did not see what connection the Master Plan had with teacher quality since it was not mentioned anywhere in the report. "The plan," he stated, "is a report about the proposed expansion of the City University by Chancellor Albert Bowen.

SC Plans Referendum
On Annual Exec Term

Student Council passed a motion Thursday placing a referendum concerning the extension of council executive terms to one year on this term's election ballot.

In support of the motion, former Council president Mark Grant '64 stated, "the one year term would assure continuity in programing."

Council, in an earlier decision, defeated a motion to establish the one year term without a referendum. Opposition to this motion claimed that a decision of such magnitude and having such a potential effect as this motion has, should rightfully be submitted to the student body at large.

Council agreed to give one boat- ride ticket free to any individual or group selling twenty-five tickets. Included in this motion, which passed, 17-4-0, was an amendment which directed the boating committee to make a limited supply of tickets available to the faculty free of charge.

A motion to allow ballots to take place in the cafeteria as well as displaced, 7-1-5-1.
CCNY Student Presented With National Youth Award

By STAN FLEISCHMAN

Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy has awarded the Young American Medal to 17-year-old Gary Cohen, a junior at New York's Horace Mann High School, for work with three neighborhood councils and a Jewish community center in the city's Lower East Side.

Gary Cohen is a member of the Lower East Side Neighborhood Association Council, the New York City council for the New York Association of Jewish Community Centers, and the Lower East Side Community Center Council.

Cohen, who is also a member of the New York City council, has been involved in various community activities, including the establishment of a community center and the promotion of youth programs.

The Young American Medal, established by the National Council of Jewish Women, is given annually to an outstanding young American who has made a significant contribution to his or her community.

Gary Cohen was selected for the award because of his dedication to community service and his efforts to improve the lives of young people in his neighborhood. He has been instrumental in organizing youth programs, promoting education, and advocating for the rights of minority groups.

Cohen's work has been recognized by the National Council of Jewish Women, which has praised his commitment to community service and his efforts to make a positive impact on the lives of young people.

The Young American Medal is a testament to Cohen's dedication to community service and his commitment to improving the lives of young people in his neighborhood.
Letters to the Editor

Madeheim Replies

Mr. G. A. Madeheim's letter (March 16) is timely and serious. We share Madeheim's concerns about the Federal Government's (especially the Department of Housing and Urban Development's) recent momentum in local housing programs.

The matter of the federal government interfering in the local housing program is of concern to all New Yorkers. The policies of the federal government have far-reaching implications for New York City's housing supply. As Madeheim notes, the competition between New York City and other housing programs can be devastating to our community. We must remain vigilant in ensuring that our city's housing needs are met.

The federal government's push to increase affordable housing, particularly in New York City, has had significant impacts on our community. The current policies have emphasized the importance of affordable housing, but at the expense of maintaining the quality of life for all New Yorkers. We must continue to advocate for policies that prioritize the well-being of our residents.

In conclusion, Madeheim's letter raises important concerns about the implications of federal housing policies on our city. We must stay informed and continue to push for policies that prioritize the needs of our community.

J. O. S.

Unfinished Business

As we recently stated, the Faculty Committee on Undergraduate-Curriculum has not been invited to participate in curriculum planning by the University's Board of Trustees. Our committee's goal is to provide a comprehensive, well-rounded education for all students.

Dean Emilson has indicated that the faculty committees have not been consulted about the recent changes in the curriculum. We urge the administration to consider our recommendations and involve us in the planning process.

We are informed that the supervisor of the committee at the University is limited to discussions of dances and other social events. This is not the purview of the committee, whose responsibility is limited to discussions of curriculum and educational policies.

The committee has been asked to submit their booth applications in the S.C. lobby. They have no choice but to comply, as the deadline is Friday at 12.

We encourage all members of the Young Republicans Club to participate in the upcoming election. The club provides a platform for students to engage in political discussions and to promote their interests.

Sincerely,

The Committee

Management

A letter published in THE TICKER several weeks ago brought a response from a student. In response to the letter, the student praised Professor William E. Johnson for his approach to teaching. The student appreciated Johnson's ability to engage students in discussions and to foster a sense of responsibility.

The Coffee and Music Hour will be held in the S.C. lobby. All members of the Young Republicans Club are encouraged to attend.

Sincerely,

The Committee

Discrimination in Business

Discussed at Hillel Lecture

In a recent lecture at Hillel, the speaker discussed discrimination in business. The lecturer highlighted the importance of combating discrimination and promoting diversity and inclusion in the workplace.

The lecture was well-received by the audience, and many attendees expressed their support for the speaker's message. The lecture shed light on the challenges faced by many individuals in the workplace and the need for greater awareness and action to address these issues.

We encourage all students to attend future lectures and events at Hillel to learn more about these important topics.

Sincerely,

Hillel

Van Doren To Recite His Poetry, Thursday

Mark Van Doren, Pulitzer Prize winning poet, will read his work at the Young Republicans Club meeting on Thursday. Van Doren's poetry is known for its lyrical beauty and its exploration of the human experience.

Van Doren's readings will provide a unique opportunity for students to engage with his work. We encourage all students to attend the meeting to hear Van Doren's poetry and to gain a deeper understanding of his contributions to literature.

Sincerely,

Young Republicans Club

Condemns Film

In a recent issue of THE TICKER, a letter was published condemning a film for its portrayal of alcoholism. The letter argued that the film was misleading and that it promoted a negative view of alcoholism.

The letter was well-received by the editor, and the publication of the letter is being discussed at our next meeting. We encourage all students to attend the meeting to discuss this important issue.

Sincerely,

THE TICKER
**SERIOUS ILLNESS**

To your friends and indeed the entire campus. The person, family, friends, and medical community with prayers for recovery, which limit this text.

These are the exceptional cases. Most of the kids have not strayed from group behavior, but they will remind us that they are their own way.

- Acceptance to Lamport Letters
- Acceptance to Sigma Alpha
- Acceptance to Beta Alpha Psi
- Paper-clipping to Clare Foster

**THE TICKER**

**GOLDWATER VS. ROCKEFELLER DEBATE**

**DUDLEY LEVINE**

City Chairman of
Goldwater for Pres.

THURSDAY + 12 Noon + ROOM 1221

**LARRY FIEDLER**

Regional Affairs Director
For Republicans for Rockefeller

PRESENTED BY THE YOUNG REPUBLICAN CLUB AND THE MOD POLITICAL CONVENTION

**THE QUEEN** — INVITES —

ALL ROYALTY AND COMMONERS TO

THE MARDI GRAS QUEEN'S DANCE

SELECTION OF QUEEN'S FINALISTS 8:00 P.M.—FRIDAY, APRIL 17

LIVE BAND OAK LOUNGE

**COMING!**

Profs. BENEWITZ, ISRAEL, PARKER AND POWELL DEBATE ON THE REPUBLICAN PARTY

APRIL 23, THURSDAY 12-2, ROOM 403-05

**STUDENT COUNCIL'S WORLD'S FAIR TICKETS**

SOLD DAILY—BETWEEN 12 AND 2

STUDENT CENTER LOBBY

JUST $1.35 — 2 TO A CUSTOMER

**FLAMENCO GUITARIST**

**JIM LIONEL**

(Previously Appearing at the Bitter End)

— TODAY —

In the OAK LOUNGE between 1:05—1:20

COFFEE and MUSIC HOUR

Presented by S.C.A.C. and Boosters

TO GIRLS WHO NEED MONEY

Be your own boss. Work whatever days you can, let your own hours. Make your own rules. Make your own money or your own tuition and living expense. Our advice when you set your own goals of financial advantage is to collect and save what you can, ever so weekly until you can put some money in a savings bank. Go to a mortgage company. Call the Arrange your own money, your own hours. Make your own salary goals. Earn spending money or your complete tuition and living expenses.

**SUMMER JOBS**

for STUDENTS

New 3rd directory lists 10,000 summer job openings in 50 states. MAIL or PHONE. Unsolicited searches for new students includes exact pay rates and job duties, hours, employers, requirements, and names of prospective employers. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send two dollars to Summer Jobs Directory—P.O. Box 1399—Flushing, N.Y.

**JOBS ABROAD**

STUDENTS & TEACHERS

Largest NEW directory. Lists hundreds of government career opportunities in Europe, South America, Africa and the Pacific, for students or professionals. Rates 16 openings, careers, scholarships, addresses and names prospective U.S. employers with foreign subsidiaries. Exceptionally high pay. Free travel, etc. In addition, enclosed vital guide and procedures necessary to foreign employment. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send two dollars to Jobs Abroad Directory—P.O. Box 1399—Flushing, N.Y.
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Baseballers Unbeaten in Five Games

City Leads League With 4-0 Mark
BY PETE LESSER

After nine consecutive losing seasons, the City College baseball team seems to be well on its way to the Metropolitan Conference championship as it swept past Wagner Saturday by scores of 8-4 and 20.

In the opening victory, Howie Smith went the distance despite the fact that he allowed three batters, including a 430-foot blast in the first inning. Smith, in going the distance, struck out seven batters while walking only two for his second victory of the season.

The City batters smacked out nine hits despite the fact that they were victims of three strikes fifteen times during the course of the game. City's batting leaders in the first game were Barry Edelstein, the second baseman, who drove in two runs with a triple; George Hoth, the hard-hitting centerfielder, who hit a two-run double in the first inning. Howie Smith, in going the distance, struck out seven and walked two.

In the second game Bill Lage allowed only three hits in his route to the win. Lage took the loss on seven and walked two. Edelstein scored twice on a double play in the fifth when, with the bases loaded, Eddie Edelman and Edelstein retreated from second to first.

City's eight runs came on seven hits and six Wagner errors. Wagner's second defeat came on a bases-clearing double in the first inning, part of a four-run rally. Richie Stucky, the left fielder, drove in three runs with a three-run double. In the second game, Stucky scored twice on a double play in the fifth when, with the bases loaded, Eddie Edelman and Edelstein retreated from second to first.

The infield produced an unusual double-play in the fifth when, with Wagner runners on first and second and one out, Edelstein snagged a hard hit grounder, threw it in at first and SCALE to complete the play by firing across the diamond to Arsen Varjabedain on third.

The infield also showed for the City offense, with seven runs coming on nine hits by the team in runs batted in (with five); shortstop Ron Marino had a two-for-four game with only four chances; Bill Frazzarella scored twice and drove in a run and Martin Antonelli, the centerfielder, added two runs and four assists.

The CCNY Tennis Team Defeats Pratt, 9-0
BY STEVE SANDELL

The City College Tennis team routed Pratt 9-0 Saturday at the Ioco courts.

The Racketmen swept every set on their way to victory. Captain Kevins in the No. 1 position won first singles while his teammates Marty Deng, Joel Dudinsky, Mark Seider, Elliott Simon and Richard Gilgill swept their matches.

The first doubles team of Joel Dudinsky and Leon Rapport, the second of Deitch and Sider and the third doubles team of Lewis Mandell and Allan Koller swept their matches in straight sets, giving City a 9-0 victory in the competition.

"Coach Harry Karlin said that even though his boys were optimistic about an undefeated season, the upcoming match with Pratt, a stronger team than Pratt, will give a better picture of the team's chances.

Stickmen Bow to Panthers For Third Loss of Season
BY FRANK CASSIDY

Despite the continued fine play of Emil Castro and Izzy Juvonen the City College lacrosse team was defeated by Adelphi University, 10-6, Saturday at Adelphi's field. This loss breaks the Beaver’s third-straight win tie the existing record of six consecutive seasons.

Muller has a very experienced team, two of the finest players in the city in Joe McAllister and Jack Lavelle. McAllister had a great game. He had a hand in nearly all of the Panther's goals and tallied six himself. Lavelle had two goals and four assists.

The defeated Princeton team has a 300-foot blast off of Columbia's sweater Noel Davis, who was charged with the defeat.

The City's defense was excellent, despite two errors, as was the pitching and hitting. The line score for the game was—City five runs on eight hits and two misses against Princeton's two runs on four hits and allowed only one error.

City Trackmen Bow to FDU: Masters' 220 Record Broken
BY MARTY LEVISON

The City College trackmen added a non-conference victory to its growing list of wins by downing Columbia 5-0 on the fourth floor of the State Armory. Ron Muller, Thursday Baker Field.

Muller was in control all the way as he whiffed twelve batters while only issuing two free passes to the opposition. Footballer Archie Roberts collected two Columbia's hits but he like all the other Lion batters couldn't make it past second base.

The Beavers' offense was evenly spread out as the eight regulars in the line up each lashed out on hitting, including a first inning home run by Ron Marino, and a double by Arsen Varjabedain in the fifth.

Price and Ron Marino. Varjabedain, off to a good start scored two more runs and tying the game.